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It's been said that the best time to find love is when you aren't looking for it. Rachel Stephens was a

prime example of that. She was solely focused on completing her last year of dental school and love

wasn't even on her radar. She also wasn't excited about having London Ryder has a houseguest.

The two weren't necessarily the best of friends, so when London came to L.A. to visit her A-list actor

boyfriend, Rachel wondered why she asked to stay with her. In fact, she was beginning to wonder if

this actor was really even London's boyfriend in the first place. But she decided to just grin and bear

it.Rachel never expected London to bring her along on a film shoot. She certainly never expected to

spend an afternoon alone with the actor who might just turn out to be the man of her dreams. Then

again, sometimes we have to let go of our expectations and accept our destiny.
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Rachel has a house guest who does nothing short of making her life miserable. Then they take a

road trip to meet London's boyfriend. (Enter super hot hollywood actor) Rachel spends the day



trying to avoid his charm. In the end she agrees to call him in a year and see if he is still interested

in her. LOVE LOVE LOVE this one. Logan is so sweet and truly only has eye's for Rachel. I love

when he introduces her later and they are all "Rachel -rachel"I loved the ending, so sad to see this

one end, such a great story.

I was hooked after reading book #1 in this story, and truthfully....I didn't think she would be able to

top that. But I was wrong. This author has totally out-done herself on this one. I loved the pairing of

Rachel and Logan right from the start. I liked the fact that Logan wasn't made out to be some kind of

rich Hollywood jerk, who thinks he walks on water. And Rachel....how sweet is she? And she has a

heart of gold, unlike her friend, London. Actually, I am enjoying all the people in this family so

much....that I wish I had a big lovable family like theirs. I love the writing, and the pace of the story. It

makes it so easy to read, so much so, that I find myself zipping through these stories...and enjoying

ever single minute and every single word.I hope all the characters we're met so far each get their

own book in the future. I don't know how many books are planned in this series, but I hope it doesn't

end any time soon. Well....it's off to reading book #3 now for me.

This was a GR8 book...I really like this series....but who did the kidnapping??? Was it really

London? I felt that part of the story fell short and was disappointing....but otherwise I really enjoyed

it.

Another seemingly sexist book on the qualities of a woman waiting sexually with no discussion of

the man's past only his pleasure with her waiting. Lots of flirting and heat but no real conversation

between the main lovers. I was disappointed.

Okay so I love the sense of humor this author has. Her dialogue for the most part is great! I don't

like the abrupt endings. Its almost as if she needed to finish quickly so wrapped everything

up.Rachel gets harassed and essentially kidnapped but is unharmed. She has all these concerns

about being with a star and "would this happen again?" thoughts but then the next thing you know

without any of this being brought up again Logan is proposing and bam! epilogue. So again I

enjoyed the story I just think it needed a couple more chapters to make it not so abrupt.

Kiss Me in Carolina is by Brooke St. James. It is book two in the Hunt Family series.Logan Ritchie is

a millionaire who made his money in the movies. He had been acting since he was a child. He told



his parents he wanted to be an actor and they moved from North Carolina to California so he could

follow his dreams even at that early of an age. He had one sister, Charlotte, who hadnâ€™t found

her niche yet. Despite his fame and money, Logan was a down-to-earth fellow. He had a few people

in his entourage but preferred to fly under the radar if he could. He lacked only a woman who loved

him for himself and a family of his own.He had met London Ryder at Myrtle Beach at his

Grandmotherâ€™s house last summer. Now she was coming to visit. He wasnâ€™t sure about

whether they could make a go of it; but he wanted her father to help him start a restaurant when it

was time. His Mother was upset with him for using London but he insisted he wasnâ€™t, he was

giving them a try at a relationship. She was coming to California to visit a friend and he invited them

to the set when he was filming and wanted his parents and sister to welcome her.Rachel Stephens

was not excited about hosting London; but she did it as a favor to her parents. Londonâ€™s father

was one of their biggest contributors to their missionary efforts in Kenya. Rachel was in dental

school and didnâ€™t have time to entertain someone like London. She decided to take a weekend

off and travel to Loganâ€™s film set with London to help her out. She planned to read and stay out

of the way. Plans donâ€™t always go as planned.

I like the story line and the character development. However, there are two reasons this book loses

stars for me:1.) Spelling and grammar-Ms. St. James, PLEASE learn the difference between you're

and your, isle and aisle, and countless other misused words and phrases.2.) There is a scene in the

middle of the book that is out of joint with the rest of the text. That scene is never resolved and is out

of place in the story. Either delete the "suspenseful" scene or make it a relevant part of the story.

Brooke St James delivers the very best with the Hunt family book 2--Kiss Me in Carolina. Love, love

the principles her characters live by and embrace. Their fun-loving adventures and natural

conversations wish you could slip into the pages and be in the same room with this close family.

Logan is a true hero and I love how Rachel tried to but failed to resist his charms. I love how he

keeps her in suspense with their 'kiss' --clean yet full of electricity. This is definitely my favorite!!
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